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Daily fantasy basketball is one of the fastest growing fantasy sports industries on the market. In this

book, you will learn the strategy necessary to be successful in the daily fantasy world. There is a lot

of money to be made in daily fantasy, and this book will teach you what it takes to win.Whether you

have never played fantasy sports before, or are a fantasy veteran who is looking to break into daily

fantasy basketball, this book is for you. This book covers basic fantasy strategy including proper

bankroll management, beginning your research, analyzing matchups, and constructing lineups. In

no time you will be a daily fantasy expert!Now that baseball season is approaching, learn all about

daily fantasy MLB with my next book

http://www..com/Get-Rich-Daily-Fantasy-Baseball-ebook/dp/B00U9VD5HA/ref=sr_1_29?s=digital-te

xt&ie=UTF8&qid=1425578694&sr=1-29&keywords=fantasy+baseball
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Recently, to my wifeâ€™s chagrin, I wanted to try something new outside the conventional fantasy

sports games Iâ€™ve been involved in but didnâ€™t know what alternatives were in play. After a

friend referred me to this book, I was definitely intrigued; I had never heard of daily fantasy sports



games before. Once I began digesting the material in this guide, I came to the swift conclusion that

this was going to be my new activity.Given that Iâ€™ve been quite adept and successful at my prior

endeavors, I realized that this activity would be much more challenging. Iâ€™ve learned through this

book that in the daily fantasy basketball world wins rarely come easy and there are much more

savvy opponents than what Iâ€™ve become familiar with. Also, I love that I have so many new

opportunities to play! Not only does this excite me, but it has already proven to be a much more

enjoyable game overall. I love creating a new team with each day and upping my own personal

game when it comes to the depth of my research. This guide covers all of these things and does so

with a professional tone, succinct writing, and a direct approach that informs without any

unnecessary chatter.In summation, if you are looking for a definitive guide that includes all the

information necessary for diving into the world of daily fantasy sports, you canâ€™t do any better

than this one. From learning about game strategy and building a lineup to a great discussion on the

use of an optimizer, this manual covers every aspect of the game. Iâ€™m glad I found this insightful

manual and Iâ€™m sure Iâ€™ll be revisiting it time and time again as I play the most fun game

Iâ€™ve found yet.

A very good read for beginning fantasy players, and actually it's a must read. Its all here, strategy

and the gimmicks that are used by many that play. It's an easy read, and gives you the tools to

succeed without promising success. The links to other websites are also very helpful.

As someone who already enjoys fantasy football, I was looking for something that would help me

transition into fantasy basketball. I picked this up on the advice of a friend, and it's definitely helped

me understand some concepts that I never really considered. Beyond understanding just how much

more in depth daily fantasy is compared to weekly fantasy, there is also info about bonus offers and

money offers that are out there. Strategy-wise, the main thing I know I'm gonna need help with

(besides building and maintaining a lineup) are injuries and how to deal with them/manage them,

which there is a whole section about. Overall, a good and useful read.

I was able to take a few things from this book. I'm fairly new to the DFS world, particularly

basketball, so I was hoping to pick up on a few things I haven't already heard. There's some

strategies worth considering

The title is very misleading as the writer admits that getting "rich" playing daily fantasy basketball is



nearly impossible. Also, it's written specifically for FanDuel. Yes, much of the research can apply to

other DFS sites but I would've appreciated the differences between DFS providers described.Some

of the tips are useful, but generally, this is more of a beginner's guide to DFS basketball, certainly

not a tome on how to "get rich with daily fantasy basketball."There are better DFS basketball books

out there or you can just look up this info online before you get started.A decent effort, but a bit of a

letdown I guess.

Many of the reviews describe this as an entry level book for fantasy advice. I wouldn't even give it

that. The book spends more time covering the types of games that you can enter than anything

else. At a bare minimum, I would have expected to hear the positions broken down and some

analysis put on roster construction. I walked away from this with no actionable knowledge, which is

the entire purpose for reading these types of books.Jonathan Bales does a great job breaking down

baseball and football in his books. He does a great job using statistics to back up theories and there

are a lot of things I do in my daily research now as an effect of reading those books. This book just

leaves me back at square 1 for basketball.

Offers some great strategies for the rapidly growing world of daily fantasy basketball. This book will

help with bankroll management, player selection, and tournament strategy. Easy read , highly

recommended.

As a novice to fantasy sports, this book opened my eyes to the different strategies one could use to

improve their team. This is a cleverly written and insightful book about the ins and outs of fantasy

basketball.
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